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James A. Moore
One of the themes heard at the conference was the need for communication: the need for archaeologists working in the Northeast to know what their colleagues are doing. To this end we have attempted to begin An Index of Northeast Archaeologists. Participants filled out forms indicating their address, institutional affiliation, professional interests, and on-going projects. The following list reports the information in that order.

As this list is primarily a roster of participants in the conference, it makes no claims to being a complete index of northeastern archaeologists. Rather it is a beginning of what we hope will be a growing— and frequently revised—directory of interests, projects, skills and people.

The following abbreviations were used, in the interest of saving space. University addresses are all Departments of Anthropology, unless otherwise noted.

Ars—Archaeological Research Services, University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824

Brown—Brown University, Providence, RI 02912

BU—Boston University, 232 Bay State Road, Boston, MA 02215

CRM—Cultural Resource Management
CUNY-Queens—Queens College, City University of New York, Flushing, NY 11367

Harvard—Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138

ICA—institute for Conservation Archaeology, Peabody Museum, Harvard University, 11 Divinity Street, Cambridge, MA 02139

IFQR—institute for Quaternary Research, University of Maine, Orono, ME 04469

MIT—Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139

NY State Office of Parks and Recreation: Division for Historic Preservation, Pebbles Island, Waterford, NY 12188

NY State Museum—New York State Museum and Science Service, State Education Department, Albany, NY 12234

PAL—Public Archaeology Laboratory, Brown University, Box 1921, Providence, RI 02912

RPI—Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY 12181

SUNY—State University of New York
   Albany: 1400 Washington Avenue, Albany, NY 12222
   Binghamton: Binghamton, NY 13901
   Oneonta: Oneonta, NY 13820
   Stony Brook: Grad. Chem. Bldg., Stony Brook, NY 11794

UConn—Box U-176, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06268

UMass—215 Machmer Hall, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01002

UNH—Horton Social Science Center, University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824

UVt—Williams Hall, University of Vermont, Burlington, VT 05405
ANDRUS, SCOTT
11 Amesbury Landing
Amesbury, Massachusetts 01913
(CIA)
CRM in the Northeast.
Identification of avian, mammal, reptilian, amphibian faunal remains
for the CIA; background research for upcoming CIA projects.

BAKER, VERNON
Division of Anthropology/Archaeology
MIT
Historical and industrial archaeology; modern material culture;
research on use of 18th century ceramics as indicators of social and
economic position; research on evolution of the vinyl top on the
automobile.

BAKNER, RUSSELL
ICA
Prehistoric archaeology; ecological interpretation; reconstruction
of paleoenvironments; mollusks in archaeology.
Estuarine adaptations in the lower Merrimack Valley (Mass.); use of
land snails for reconstruction of paleoenvironments; various studies of
mollusks in archaeology.

BARNES, CAROL
Dept. of Anthropology/Geography
Rhode Island College
Providence, RI 02908
Study of the dynamics of ecological and social adaptation to local
environments of Southeastern New England through the study of intra- and
inter-site variability through time in a restricted area; improved
teaching of archaeological method and theory.
Intrasite analysis of artifact and feature distribution on four
sites in Southeastern Mass.; intersite comparisons of artifact and
feature distributions and the relative proportions of various artifact
and feature types of Late Archaic sites in the Tauton River Valley,
Mass.

BATEMAN, WILLIAM A.
UWI
Northeastern prehistory; hunting/gathering subsistence strategies
Contract archaeology in Vermont.

BELDEN, MEREDITH WEISS
2 Greenwood Drive
Auburn, Mass. 01501
Corps of engineers, Trapello Rd., Waltham, Mass.
New England historical archaeology, specifically: domestic sites,
dumping patterns, transportation and trade networks analysis of 19th
century glass and ceramics.

BLAYEY, MICHAEL L.
Umass

BOBB, MARGARET
PAL
CRM; Northeast prehistory.
1-49% Archaeological Highway Survey. Massachusetts Coastal Plain
Archaeological Sensitivity Study.

BOLIAN, CHARLES
ARS
CRM; Early Archaic in New England; Woodland
Excavations/data analysis at Weirs Beach; Lakes Region
Archaeological Survey; various projects for NH Dept. Public Works and
Highways

BODICK, DIRON E.
No. 14 Amesbury Landing
Amesbury, MA 01913
(CIA)
Human and mammal osteology; mammal identification for ICA.
Working for the ICA doing 1PW projects and background research;
mammal remains identification as well as other assorted contract
projects.

BÖWDER, BRENDA
208 High St., Apt. 3
Portland, ME 04101
(University of Southern Maine)
Northeastern coastal archaeology; faunal analysis; seasonal resource
exploitation patterns.
Cascou Bay Archaeological Survey, Southern Maine; computer analysis
of Aleutian faunal material.

BRADSHAW, KATHLEEN JOAN
Brown
Historical archaeology; anthropology; ethnohistory.
Ethnohistory of Mass. Algonquian tribes.

BRENNER, ELISE
Umass
Northeast archaeology; contact period archaeology; ethnohistory;
exchange and interaction.

BRINDISH, HEtty JO
876 Lisa Hall Schenectady, NY 12309
(SUNY-Albany)
Theories of environmental adaptation; quantitative/statistical
methods; ethnoarchaeology; ceramic analysis; CRM;
Prehistoric fishing economies in the Hudson Valley; the ecological
history of ethnic adaptations in central subarctic Canada;
Chippewyan/Cree/EuroCanadian relations in the upper Churchill drainage

BRUMMER, MARTHA
ARS
Northeastern prehistory; paleoenvironmental reconstruction.
Weirs Beach site and Nasseedaton site - depositional history (soil
analysis, etc.); evaluation of prehistoric site prediction models (coastal, riverine, upland); survey recording methodology - environmental variables.

BUELL, CLIFFORD
SUNY-Albany
Late Archaic and Early Woodland settlement patterns: ethnoarchaeology of the Iroquois; CRM.
Reviewing archaeological literature concerning developmental Iroquois in Eastern NY, especially changing settlement patterns; cultural resource assessment of the Eleanor Roosevelt Historic National Park, Hyde Park, NY.

BUELL, NANCY S.
SUNY-Albany
Northeast archaeology, especially Iroquoian archaeology; ethnohistory - Iroquoian linguistics (use of interdisciplinary methods to elucidate archaeological information); CRM; projectile point typologies.
Location of Proto-Iroquoian homeland using linguistics, ethnohistory, and archaeology; quantification of NY State projectile point typology; cultural resource assessment contract for National Park Service.

BUMSTED, M. PAMELA
UMass
Paleopathology; biocultural adaptation; C13 (stable carbon isotopes for diet reconstruction from skeletons); soils in archaeology; CRM; Science - including Barry Fell and BC America
CMR-University of Vermont; C13 analysis of the S. Iwota massacre group (Crow Creek site).

CLAASEN-MACCLELLAND, CHERYL
Harvard
Archaeological theory: behavioral archaeology; archaeology of contemporary America; Southwest U.S.; Eastern Europe
Thesis on sociological implication of reused artifacts; estimating occupation span, based on quantity of artifacts; archaeological investigation in central Europe of the proposed matriarchy of the Neolithic; excavation of site of Selvac, 4800 BC, Yugoslavia.

CLARK, GEORGE A.
UMass
Paleopathology; cross-cultural epidemiology (living populations), cultural ecology; N America; medical anthropology.
Vertebral morphology and pathology (morphometrics) in Dickson Mound populations; tuberculosis-like disease in pre-Columbian New World (Dickson Mound populations); Harris lines; general (non-specific) indicators of stress in Dickson Mound populations; tensile strength in cancellous bone.

COLE, JOHN R.
UMass
New World archaeology - Andean, North American; cultural materialism; anthropological history and theory.
Northeastern stone structures - UMass field school; public understanding of science; applications of archaeology to contemporary issues.

CONNOR, JAMES L.
949 Birchwood Lane
Schenectady, NY 12309

COWAN, FRANK
ULU
The Northeast - the Winoski site (VT-CH-86); Middle Woodland habitation in Winoski, Vermont, contract mitigation funded by IAS/Atlanta.

COX, DEBORAH
PAL
Prehistory of Northeastern U.S. - specifically southeastern New England; CRM; cultural ecology, settlement and subsistence patterns, exchange systems.
L-995 cultural resource impact statement; prehistoric study of Narragansett area in southern Rhode Island; Coastal Plain archaeological sensitivity study.

CRIDHAM, KEVIN
ULU
Northeastern archaeology, marine/underwater archaeology; lithic technology and sources.

CROSS, JOHN R.
UMass
Coastal adaptations; lithic technology; faunal analysis/taphonomy.
Boston Harbor Islands - prehistoric coastal resource utilization; Boothbay Harbor, Maine - processes of midden accumulation, coastal adaptations.

CURRAN, MARY LOU
Lawrence Academy
Groton, MA 01450
(UMass)
New England archaeology, esp. Paleo-Indian adaptation to late glacial-early postglacial environment; problems of reconstruction of paleoenvironments in frost-churned soils (identification of paleobotanical materials, paleocharcoal use of soil chemistry tests); location of spatially small, short-term occupations through survey; computer applications to archaeology, esp. three-dimensional mapping.
Analysis of materials from a NH Paleo-Indian site; sedentary and soils analysis (GSA, microtexture analysis, soil chemistry); macro and microfossil identifications (pollen, charcoal, phytoliths); geochronological studies (close-interval contour mapping); lithic analyses (use-wear, manufacturing techniques, source analysis).

C H A R A C T E R S 2 0
CURTIN, EDMUND
SUNY-Binghamton
Socio-political and spatial variability in hunting and gathering adaptations; Northeastern archaeology; history of anthropological and archaeological theory and method; lithic analysis; CRM.

Town of Catharine survey and planning (NY State Division for Historic Preservation Matching Grant); lake-river prehistoric interface project; SUNY-Binghamton 1979 archaeological field school. These related projects are directed to the study of prehistoric land-use patterns in the drainage transition between the Finger Lakes and the Susquehanna River, through the use of institutional excavation, and excavation data. Specific attention is given to the Archaic period at this time.

DAVIN, ANN K.
FAL
New England prehistory; CRM; prehistoric subsistence and settlement patterns.

Massachusetts Coastal Plain Archaeological Sensitivity Study: I-95 Archaeological Highway Survey in Southeastern Massachusetts.

DEKIN, ALBERT A., JR.
SUNY-Binghamton
CRM theory, method and technique; Southern New York prehistory; Middle Woodland cultural continuity in the Northeast. Highway archaeological survey program; numerous CRM projects in the Northeast.

DEMICO, DANIEL W.
24 No. Allen St. Albany, NY
SUNY-Albany
16th and 17th century European and Indian contact, technological and sociological approaches; ethnohistoric methodology; early European contact patterns in the Northeast; application of economic and spatial models to cultures of the Northeast. Study of evolution and transformation of Huron and other Great Lakes sociocultural systems.

DEPAOLI, REILL
Brown
Historical archaeology and ethnohistory of the eastern U.S. and Canada; American vernacular and folk architecture of Eastern U.S. European-American interaction in this region particularly during early contact period (16th C. and 17th C.); a) cultural adaptations made as a result of contact (European and Amerind) settlement and subsistence patterns, trade networks, material culture, religion; b) English and French missionary efforts among the N. American Amerind - comparison of their respective methods, attitudes and impact on the prospective converts.

1) Survey and compilation of Historic Period New England artifact collections in Rhode Island. (Ultimately hope to receive funding for the project; would result in publication of manuscript detailing survey results, i.e., location, extent and description of collections.) 2) Plan on expanding survey into northern New England, particularly Maine, where focus will be the same although may at that point be dealing with specific tribal groups, e.g., Penobssets, Passamaquoddies, etc. 3) Reconstruction of extent of early European settlement (seasonal and year round) on Maine coast; personally interested in the Penobscot Peninsula.

DINCAZE, IDA F.
UMass
Anthropology: archaeology; ethnohistory of New England; archaeological resource management; temperate forest adaptations (human); lithic analysis; etc.

Connecticut Valley prehistory; New England ethnohistory; Northfield Prehistoric Resources Assessment; Committee on Public Archaeology (SAA); locational analysis and survey methods; "esoteric stone structures" investigation; Committees: SAA, SOTA, ASCA.

ELDRIDGE, STUART
University Museum, University of Penn.
33rd and Spruce Sts., Philadelphia, PA 19104
Establishing ecological, systems framework for the interpretation and explanation of hunter/gatherer settlement and subsistence in the Northeast. This includes an interest in hunter/gatherer social organization, decision and ideological processes, and particularly, the socio-economics of the adaptive exchange strategies between human (and human and non-human) populations in specific environments. Theory and method in archaeology; function and style in lithic technology; paleoenvironmental reconstruction; geographical area - Maine and Maritime Provinces.

Researching the ecological and socio-economic ramifications and significance of early European contact along the Maine coast, both for resident indigenous peoples in a system, and for anthropological/archaeological research pursuits and design of investigation.

ELLiot, COLUMB
SUNY-Binghamton
Ethnohistory; Oneida Iroquois; CRM.

Historic archaeology, Binghamton, New York area; ethnicity and ethnohistory.

ENGELBRECHT, WILLIAM
Anthropology
1300 Elmlwood Ave., Buffalo State College
Buffalo, New York
Late Woodland, ceramic style, prehistoric social organization. Excavation of the Eaton site, West Seneca, New York (c. 1500-1550 AD); coding Iroquoian ceramic data.

EWING, ROBERT
SUNY-Binghamton
CRM; resource exploitation and utilization of Middle Woodland populations in the Northeast (particularly seasonal round and stone procurement); investigation of "early" sites and seasonal camps (Middle Woodland/Transitional Owasco) in the Northeast; similarities of functional uses for kill and butchering activity specific sites (both Northeast and Great Plains).
FINE, GORDON
St. Mary's City Commission
P.O. Box 38
St. Mary's City, Maryland 20686

St. Mary's City, Maryland - 17th and 18th century domestic sites; urban archaeology; historical ceramics; religion; historical settlement patterns.

Clermont, Northeast Wing, Germantown, NY; Connetquot Grist Mill, Islip, NY; Van Swearingen's Tavern, St. Mary's City, Maryland (excavation).

FINN, KARL
50 Chestnut St.
Northampton, Mass.

Archaeology - theory and methods; lithic technology; historical archaeology.

Settlement studies - prehistoric and historic.

FITZGERALD, JOYCE
61 Maraine St.
Jamaica Plain, Mass. 02130 (PAL)

Northeast prehistory, flotation construction and publication.

FITZHERBERT, MARY E.
SUNY-Stony Brook

Late Pleistocene environments and the peopling of the Americas.

FITZPATRICK, WILLIAM
Dept. of Anthropology
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, D.C. 20560

Circumpolar archaeology; maritime adaptations; Eastern Canada and Arctic archaeology and ethnology; environmental studies. Labrador archaeological and environmental research.

FLEISHER, P. DAY
SUNY-Oswego


FOLDS, MIKE
MIT

Industrial sites archaeology (contract and research).


FORWARD, JEAN
Box 112
Wendell, MA 01370

Cultural anthropology; ethnohistory; New England: archaeology, culture history or ethnohistory; Newfoundland.

Ph.D. work on Newfoundland; ethnohistory on Mohegans; New England ethnohistory.

FULLEN, BRUCE
Division for Historic Preservation
Agency Bldg. 1, E.S.P.
Albany, NY 12236 (State Historic Preservation Office)

CRM.

Statewide inventory of cultural resources; regional planning.

FUNK, ROBERT G.
New York State Archaeologist
NY State Museum

New York and Northeastern archaeology and ethnohistory; Early Archaic archaeology; Paleoindians in New York; hunter-gatherer, subsistence and ecology; CRM; Iroquois ethnohistory.

Collections research, NY State Museum collections; NY State Museum reorganization; Susquehanna Valley culture history; public uses of archaeological science.

FURBISH, KAREN
UMass

Temperate forest hunter-gatherers; prehistoric cultural ecology; CRM.

Northeast Highlands (CT.) survey: Public Archaeology Survey Team.

GALLAGHER, JOAN
143 Eighth Street
Providence, RI 02906
(Brown)

Prehistory of Northeastern U.S.; European social and archaeological studies, 1st-10th centuries A.D.; paleoenvironmental reconstruction; historic sites archaeology; historic sites, archaeology I-495 cultural impact statement; geneological and social history of a New York City neighborhood.

GIESECKE, ANNE
ARS

Spatial relationships of activity areas - structures, etc.

HYDE, LAURIE
Mass.
Geoarchaeology and paleoecology; physical anthropology; evolution; primatology.

GILKESON, DAVID
Staff Ecologist
PAM
Paleoecology; peat stratigraphy; wetland succession; palynology; plant macro-fossils; interdisciplinary projects (including scientists from other disciplines directly in our generalized research problems).

Paleoenvironmental reconstructions, I-495; developing plant macrofossil collection; developing permanent working relationship with researchers outside the realm of archaeology.

GOEBENSTEIN, SHIRLEY
RPI
Culture history and process; CRM; Northeast archaeology; Mesoamerica, Tarascan archaeology.

NY CRM policy; history of archaeology; women in archaeology.

GORING, RICH
NY State Office of Parks & Recreation
Historical archaeology; archaeological resource management; historic preservation; 17th and 18th century cultural processes; 18th century military and social history; Euro-Indian acculturation; Dutch, Anglo-Dutch and English colonialism. Archaeological and documentary study of French and English occupations of Crown Point, NY 1730-59, 1759-73 respectively; report on test excavations at McGill House, New Windsor, NY (Mid 19th through Mid 20th century); research on American Quartermaster and Commissary Departments 1776-1783; report on test excavations at John Haskell site, Orange County, NY (ca. 1720-Mid 20th century).

GORMAN, FREDERICK J.E.
BU
Research design - method and theory in archaeology; American Southwest - prehistory; industrial archaeology. Excavation/analysis of New England Glassworks (1780-82), Temple, NH.

GRADIE, ROBERT R. III
400 Woodstock Avenue
Pulaski, Connecticut 06260
(UConn)
Aboriginal/European contact, settlement patterns; agricultural development, industrialization. Analysis of settlement dynamics in 17th and 18th century Connecticut and improvement of analytical techniques.

GRADWOL, DAVID
Department of Sociology and Anthropology
Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa 50011
Midwestern and Eastern Woodland archaeology; Oneota, Mississippian, and Woodland cultures; historical and early industrial archaeology; CRM.

NPS contract work on the above and inter-regional connections; archaeological research history.

GRANGER, JOSEPH E.
Director
Archaeological Survey
University of Louisville
Louisville, Kentucky 40222
Settlement analysis in archaeology (Archaic/E. Woodland); trade and interaction in Northeast (Archaic/E. Woodland); lithic technologies in the Northeast; population/settlement studies (Narragansett/Wampanoag); cultural resource management (Kentucky, New York, Rhode Island)
Excavations - Riverhaven Complex, Grand Island, NY; survey/tests Lanoka Small Site Distributions, Western NY: "Great Swamp" Locational Analysis Project, Rhode Island.

GRIMES, JOHN
Dept. of Ethnology
Peabody Museum of Salem
Salem, Massachusetts 01970
Late Pleistocene adaptations in New England; experimental replication and use of flaked stone tools. Re-analysis of Bull Brook materials; site survey of Essex County, Massachusetts; lithic source utilization in Southern New England.

GUSTAFSON, GAIL
150 Benefit Street
Providence, RI 02903
(RI Historical Preservation Commission)

GUZTERREZ, HELEN
SUNY-Oneonta
NY archaeology; CRM.
Central NY CRM.

HAAN, RICHARD
History Department
Hartwick College
Oneonta, NY 13820
Ethnohistory; Native American history; Iroquois studies.
Central NY ethnohistory.

HAMPTON, NATHAN D.
Dept. of Anthropology, Forbes Quad
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
Maritime adaptation; island biogeography; paleo-ecology; faunal analysis; midden analysis; Susquehanna expansion in Northeast. Human Biogeography in Casco Bay (Southern Maine).
HANCOCK, MARY
11 Edgeway St.
Bangor, Maine 04401
(INDIAN)
Quaternary paleoecology; paleo-environmental reconstruction; paleo-ethnobotany; faunal analysis (invertebrate).
Donamasset-Sheppscott Estuary Project - shell midden testing - seasonality and paleoenvironmental determinations from mollusk remains.

HARTGEN, KAREN S.
31 Terrace Ave.
Albany, New York 12203
(Archaeological Consultant)
Survey methodology; historical archaeology; settlement system analysis.
19th century archaeology in the Hudson River Valley; prehistoric settlement systems in the Hudson River Valley.

HASENSTAB, ROBERT
 MASS
Contact period archaeology and ethnohistory; Southern New England, New York State; computer applications to archaeology.

HAVILAND, WILLIAM
UVT
Northeast archaeology and ethnology.
Preparation of a book on "Vermont Indians" (archaeology, ethnology, and ethno-history).

HECKER, HOWARD H
UNH
Old World prehistory - particular interests are Middle East Paleolithic and Epipaleolithic; origins of animal domestication; faunal analysis; fossil evidence of human evolution; human osteology.
Lithic analysis of remains from Weirs Aqueduct (NH 26-1); research project investigating the causes of the observed differences in the bone microstructure of wild and domestic animals; building a comparative faunal collection of mammals native to New England.

HOFFMAN, CURTISS R.
58 Hilldale Road
Ashland, MA 01721
(Bridgewater State College)
Late Archaic cultural intercommunication in upland Southern New England; revision of artifact typology along statistical lines; certification for amateur archaeologists.
Charlestown Meadows, Wakefield, MA - a Late Archaic flaking station: Green Hill, Canton, MA - a multi-component site worked in cooperation with South Shore Chapter M.A.S. and UMass/Boston.

HOLMES, RICHARD D.
UMass
Historical archaeology; historical and protohistorical research.

HOOD, BRYAN
Department of Anthropology
Trent University, Peterborough
Ontario, Canada
Labrador - Maritime Archaic, PaleoEskimo; New England Late Archaic boundaries and interaction problems; history of archaeological theory, classification, soils analysis.
Maritime Archaic work in the Main area, Labrador.

HUFF, PAUL
NY State Office of Parks & Recreation
Anglo-Dutch acculturation, 17th and 18th centuries; migration and population displacement in New York, 18th and 19th centuries; quantitative analysis and comparative study of artifact distribution (ceramics, glass, nails, tobacco pipes, etc.).
Final report of excavation and analysis of site of Fort Orange in Albany (1700-1711); analysis of materials from numerous other military and domestic sites of the 17th through 19th centuries in New York.

HUNTINGTON, FREDERICK
5 Newtome Pl.
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(ICA)
Settlement patterns in Central Massachusetts.

IVEY, MARY E.
BPI
Settlement/subsistence archaeology; CRM; survey methodology.
A number of public archaeology projects in New York; grant-in-aid from Parks and Recreation to inventory and computerize Stage I survey information.

JOHNSON, DOUGLAS A.
15 Tupper Rd, Sandwich Auction
Sandwich, MA 02563

JOHNSON, ROBERT
15 Cranford St.
Albany, NY 12205
(3MNY-Albany)
Paleo period; lithic technology; style-interpration.
Currently working on Paleo site near Cossackie, NY, in same vicinity as W. Athens and King's Road.

JORDAN, DOUGLAS F.
UCOBC
Delineation of sequences for Connecticut ceramic analysis.
Prehistoric adaptation in Connecticut River floodplain.

JULI, HAROLD
Department of Anthropology
Connecticut College
New London, CT 06320
Archeology, Eastern North America; Algonkian ethnographic art; Late Woodland and early historic periods.
Late Woodland and 17th century archaeology of Pequot of Southeastern Connecticut.

KAPLAN, PAUL
70 S. Main St., Apt. 2
Sunderland, MA 01375
(UMass)

Prehistory; hunter-gatherer demography; settlement pattern analysis; spatial analysis and social organization; Europe; Near East; US (Southwest); Arctic.

KEITH, MARGARET S.
UMass

Physiological/cultural adaptations to coastal environment, particularly Newfoundland-Labrador area; CRM; skeletal analysis of nutrition-disease interactions; archaeological illustration. Analysis of osteoporosis in Dickson Mounds juveniles; study of strategies utilized by farm families in securing and allocating labor; putting clinical knowledge of immune system - particularly HLA - into anthropologically useful language.

KLEIN, JOHN
Dept. of the Interior
Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service
Interagency Archaeological Services
440 G. St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20000

Historic preservation planning; horticultural systems in Late Woodland; scale analysis; sampling methods; human geography.

KRASS, DOROTHY SCHLOTHAUER
UMass

Hunters and gatherers in Northeast North American and Northern Europe; post-depositional processes affecting archaeological information. Status of women in CRM; effect of wind on small artifacts.

KRAUS, LYN M.
Box 295 Crum Elbow Rd.
Hyde Park, NY 12538
(RPI)

Industrial and historical archaeology; CRM.

KRUCZAK, MARIBETH
5 Third Ave.
Amsterdam, NY 12010
(RPI)

18th and 19th century historical archaeology, particularly documentary research and site interpretation; conservation of artifacts.

LACY, DAVID H.
222 Prospect St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(UMass)


LALISH, BETTY
Route 4
Northwood, NH 03261
(UVM)

Prehistoric movements - goods, ideas, people; lithic sources - identification and settlement implications; Paleo-Indians, paleo-environments (glacial geomorphology). Investigation of rhyolites, both in archaeological sites and in outcrops in New Hampshire.

LAFORTA, PHILIP
397 Westminster Place
Lodi, NJ 07644
(SUNY-Plattsburgh)

Lithic sources, periglacial and climatic geomorphology; Piedmont Archaeal; x-ray diffraction studies of lithics.

LEVITELLE, ALAN
29Tieren Ave.
Warwick, RI 02886

Lithics; survey.
Rhode Island predictive model formulation.

LEWIS, SCOTT
BU

Method and theory in archaeology; historical and industrial archaeology; colonization and frontier studies; Eastern U.S. (especially Northeast); spatial analysis.

Materials research on historic (Eastern U.S.) ceramic technology - specifically, creating a classification of ceramic wasters from historic potters based on manufacturing errors; locational analysis of European settlement in 17th and 18th century Northeastern U.S.

LIEBKE, BARBARA
Dept. of Anthropology
UMass/Boston
Boston, MA 02125

Coastal zone archaeology; lithic analysis; lithic source determination; trade and interaction patterns. Analysis of material from Boston Harbor Island and from Nantucket Island.

LUX, THOMAS E.
300 Hope St.
Providence, RI 02906
(Providence College)

Prehistoric archaeology generally of Southeast New England - I am a cultural/social anthropologist with a strong interest in archaeology and human evolution through teaching them, not a professional archaeologist as such.

Member of Mass. Archaeological Society, Cohasset Chapter and have dug on five different sites over the past nine years.
Mastone, Victor T.
Public Archaeology Facility
SUNY-Binghamton
Coastal and littoral zone adaptation—prehistoric and historic; approaches to background research; spatial analysis (site level)—material culture and social organization; CRM.

McBride, Kevin
Box 9-176
UCone
Paleobotany; alimology; Archaeo-woodland subsistence and settlement. Current research includes large scale regional surveys of the lower Connecticut River Valley in conjunction with paleoenvironmental studies of the area.

McCann, Karen
36 Old Troy St.
East Greenbush, NY
(SUAlbany)
Prehistoric settlements in Hudson River Valley and Upper Hudson, Lake George, Lake Champlain. Site survey of Upper Hudson-Lake George Region.

McCorristick, James
IFGS
Faunal analysis; environmental change; research design; marine adaptation; on-site excavation. Acadia National Park archaeological research; Passamaquoddy Bay computer faunal analysis.

McKoy, Joseph
NY State Office of Parks and Recreation
Historical archaeology, especially 17th and 18th centuries; prehistoric archaeology, especially New York State; conservation of historic artifacts, especially metal; study of clay tobacco pipes. Establishment of photographic file for archaeological work on New York State sites; stabilization of excavated artifacts from New York State sites.

McGuire, Ross
Public Archaeology Facility
SUNY-Binghamton
Historical/Industrial archaeology, regional studies. Owasco Creek Hydraulics Facility Survey, Tioga County, NY; Keuka Lake Outlet, Industrial Archaeology Survey, Yates County, NY; planning report on study areas for historical archaeology in NY state for NY Division of Historic Preservation; excavation Seneca-Billings Farmstead, Newark Valley, Tioga County, NY (ongoing); annotated bibliography of NY public records and document collections relevant to historical archaeology.

McManamon, Francis P.
National Park Service
15 State St.
Boston, MA 02109
(Tool Dept. of Anthropology, SUNY-Binghamton)
Human ecology; settlement systems; lithic technology and use; site discovery methods and techniques; CRM.

Documentary and field investigations of archaeological resources in various National Parks; research on site discovery.

Mires, Peter B.
20 Main St.
Durham, NH 03824
(SUNH)
Ethnohistory; CRM.

I am currently doing ethnohistorical research on the Powhatan Indians 1500-1750 with focused attention on the Eastern Shore, Accomack and Northampton Counties of Virginia.

Mitchell, William W.
Public Archaeology Facility
SUNY-Binghamton
Socio-cultural theory; mathematical modelling; form and process of social dynamics; hunter-gatherers. Developing a series of models to predict site locations in the southern tier area of NY State and to simulate the cognitive process of which they are likely a result; developing a project to map and simulate the diffusion of innovations through central Sketch social networks, and the effects of differing forms of network structure on the flow of innovations and, by extension, information.

Morgan, Geoffrey P.
196 E. Main St.
Horton, WA 98346
RI Historical Preservation Commission
CRM; historical archaeology; industrial archaeology.

Moore, James
SUNY-Queens
Settlement process; locational choice models; social organization as information system; temperate forest human ecology; hunter-gatherer. Simulation experiments of information sharing and locational choice making; expansion of Neolithic agriculture in Northern Europe.

Morenun, E. Pierce
Dept. of Anthropology/Geography
Rhode Island College
Providence, RI 02910
Eco/ology; development of complex societies; CRM; Southwest New England; Africa.

Early sedentary settlements in Southern New Mexico; catchment analysis of prehistoric communities near Tano, New Mexico; regional research design for Narragansett Basin.

Mrozowski, Stephen
Brown
Historical archaeology, ethnography; environmental history; historic period land use patterns; CRM.
Queen Anne Square Restoration Project, Newport, RI — analysis of three 18th century privies; I-495 Cultural Resource Impact Statement — rural historic period sites of the Coastal Plain; ethnoarchaeological study of ceramics and marriage.

MAY, GEORGE J., JR.
19 Emery Lane
Centervillage, NY 11720

Antropology and archaeology; the peoples of America.

Historical anthropology, 18th century house sites.

HENDRICK, JOYANN
Division for Historic Preservation
Pavilion Rd.
Montpelier, VT 05602

CRM; lithic analysis; archaeological methodology; public education;
underwater archaeology.

THE STATE OF VERTN.

NORIELI, RICHARD I.
SUNY-Albany

Computer and statistical applications in archaeology; geography; Mid-Hudson River Valley; Upper Susquehanna River Valley.

Study of the interaction of sediments and cultural variables in site formation.

ODELL, GEORGE M.
Brown

Site discovery in wooded environments; lithic analysis, use-wear analysis, methodology, theory, etc.


PAULSEN, ALLISON C.
Horseshoe Hill Rd.
Potsdam, NY

Archaeological theory; cultural ecology; seriation and chronology; agriculturalists and complex society; cultural evolution.

Ecuadorian/Andean archaeology; climate and history.

PAINE, ROBERT
CUNY-Queens

Stratified societies; historic New England.

PENN, THEODORE Z.
Research Department
Old Sturbridge Village
Sturbridge, MA 01566

Industrial archaeology, the history and archaeology of early manufacturing structures and mechanical systems, water power systems, the history of industrial systems, the principles of machine design, production machinery, machine tools, metal working process and millwrighting.

Development of power transmission systems, water power systems (particularly motors and dams); the evolution of textile machinery and other sorts of production machinery and machine shop working technology; the material culture of early manufacturing technology.

PETERLEIN, SUSAN
11 Sherman St.
Portland, ME 04101
(U. of S. Maine)

Coastal/maritime archaeology; zooarchaeology; physical anthropology.

Human osteology.

PETRASEK, JAMES B.

UPL

Northeast prehistory in general, prehistory in the Lake Champlain Drainage Basin; aboriginal ceramics.

Winooisky site (VT-Ch-46) — a stratified Middle Woodland site in Western Vermont.

POIRIER, DAVID A.
Connecticut Historical Commission
59 South Propsect Street
Hartford, CT 06106

Antiquity legislation and CRM; historic and industrial archaeology — New England/Northeast; field methodology; 19th century power system technologies — water wheel and turbine systems.

Historic feral plants — indicators of site location, function and status: trend surface analysis and Conn. settlement patterns (joint research W.K. Feder, CCSC; R. Gradie, UConn and C. Monroe, Geol. Dept., UConn); Prudence Crandall house restoration project (Canterbury, CT).

POWER, MARJORY
UPL

Prehistory of Eastern U.S., Northeast Vermont; Western Abenaki.

Winooisky site analysis (Middle Woodland-Champlain Valley); Vermont Indians (book co-authored with W.A. Haviland).

PREZZANO, SUSAN C.
Public Archaeology Facility
SUNY-Binghamton

Late Woodland period in New York; Iroquois prehistory; art and symbolism in prehistory.

Lab Director — Public Archaeology Facility.

QUilty, KENNETH
308 Grant Ave., Apt. 311
Endicott, NY 13760
(SUNY-Binghamton)

Predictive models of prehistoric site location; remote sensing and air photo interpretation; locational analysis; archaeological survey methodologies; hunter and gatherer adaptations; CRM.

Developing predictive model of prehistoric site location for Central New York; identification of overall exposure from color and black and white air photos using a stereoscope and density slicer; project director for Phase I (paragraph 3) archaeological survey of 65 km. of sewer rights-of-way for Broome County Sewer District I project.
RICHARDSON, JAMES III
Dept. of Anthropology, Forbes Quad,
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
(Carnegie Museum of Ham)
Archaeology of Northeast.

RITCHIE, DUNCAN
CRM in the Northeast: prehistory of Southern New England
(particularly Mass. and RI); prehistoric subsistence/settlement
patterns; lithic technologies, lithic analysis and replication
experiments; exchange systems (particularly in the Northeast);
paleo-environmental reconstruction.

Researching possible lithic source areas in southeastern New
England; preliminary functional analysis of several Middle and Late
Archaic lithic technologies from Eastern and Southeastern Mass.;
replication experiments with a number of lithic materials from Eastern
Mass., exploring the use of several alternative manufacturing techniques
(hard hammer, soft hammer percussion); investigating changing patterns
of resource utilization in several large drainage basins in Eastern and
Southeastern Mass. (during Archaic-Woodland periods); 1-495 Cultural
Resource Impact Statement.

RITCHIE, WILLIAM
State Archaeologist Emeritus
NY State Museum
Northeastern U.S. archaeology; NY archaeology; culture history;
typology and artifact interpretation
Interest in science, empiricism, Native American cultures.

ROBERTS, MICHAEL E.
ICA
Resource management; remote sensing; lithic technology; settlement
patterns; archaeoastronomy; archaeological management.

Administrative Director, ICA; management of cultural resources in
the Northeast, Northeastern Outer Continental Shelf; Kingdom of Jordan;
developing public education programs in archaeology.

ROENE, KARL
NY State Office of Parks & Recreation
Historical archaeology; historical archaeology's role in today's
world; window glass thickness studies, glass bottles and containers;
Anthropology; ethnography-- acculturation, enculturation.

Report concerning the 1974, 1975, and 1976 archaeological
excavations at the Olana State Historic Site. Olana was the estate of
Frederick Church, the famous Hudson River School painter. He and/or
members of his family occupied the site from 1860 until it became a New
York State Historic Site. Window glass thickness studies. Comparative
studies of 19th century archaeologically recovered window glass samples
have shown a gradual thickening of window panes through time and seem
to indicate the possibility of setting up regional thickness chronologies
while taking into account such factors as building function, supply
routes, technological advances, trade patterns, economies, etc. Research
on the enlargement of the Erie Canal in preparation for writing a report
on 1978 salvage excavations on the towpath of the 1841 Schoharie Aqueduct
over the Schoharie Creek, Montgomery County, New York.

ROLANDO, VIC
Parmanage Apt. 3-3
Nassau, NY 11722
(Society for Industrial Archaeology)
Society for Industrial Archaeology.

Root, Dolores
Umass
Egalitarian societies; prehistoric temperate forest adaptations.

Rogers, Ann
University of Southampton
England
Celtic archaeology; Ogham; alleged New England inscriptions in Old
World languages.

RUTLEDGE, KERRY W.
SUNY-Binghamton
Lithic source areas in the northeast; systems involving the
procurement, the transfer, the utilization, etc. of raw material.
Curation of raw materials; interest in the prehistory of the eastern
Canadian Arctic and Greenland.
The study of the use of raw materials in northern New Hampshire,
Maine and the adjacent areas; work at the Mount Jasper (Berlin, NH)
lithic source area and an effort to define how the material was utilized
in relation to the movement of the people using it and its relation to
other lithic sources, both major and minor.

Scullane, John
2100 Phillips Rd., Apt. 1B
New Bedford, MA 02745
SUNY-Binghamton
Northeast archaeology; CRM; ranked societies; statistical
techniques; subsistence settlement systems;
Predictive settlement pattern models for the southern tier of NY.

Scully, Robert T.K.
Tager Museum
Omega, NY 13820
Oral history; oral tradition; ethnohistory; Africa, Middle East, New York.

Oral history in the Oneonta, NY area.

SIEGEL, PETER
SUNY-Binghamton
Ecological approaches to understanding of prehistoric social behavior. Interested in such relationships as population pressure and carrying capacity w/ respect to social organization.
First year grad. student.

SINON, BRONA G.
PAL
Cultural ecology: proceaaual archaeology; CRM; middle range theory; field survey and excavation methodology; prehistory of New England and southwestern U.S.; role of diet and nutrition in human adaptation, settlement and subsistence patterns; prehistoric exchange systems.


SNOW, DEAN
SUNY-Albany
Archaeology and ethnohistory of the Northeast and Mesoamerica; specific interests in regional archaeological survey, paleo-ecology, radiocarbon data banking, Eastern Algonquian ethnohistory, paleodemography.

Lake George regional archaeological research program: Penobscot-Passamaquoddy ethnohistory; data bank of radiocarbon dates.

SPENCER-WOOD, SUZANNE
81 Highland Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174
(UMass/Boston)

The effect of the growth of the national market and industrialization on family roles in urban versus rural environments.

Development of program in historical archaeology at UMass/Boston; analysis of Williamsburg, Massachusetts data.

STARBUCK, DAVID
BU
Historical and industrial archaeology; northeastern U.S. prehistory and ethnohistory; Mesoamerican archaeology; faunal analysis.

New England Glassworks Project, Temple, NH; Historic Survey of Canterbury Shaker Village, Canterbury, NH; 17th century historical archaeology in eastern MA.

STARRA, WILLIAM A.
SUNY-Oneonta
North Eastern North American prehistory, archaeology and ethnohistory.

Third year of excavations at the Street Site, Otsego County, NY - a

Woodland (AD 700-1100) multicomponent hunting and gathering station; retranslation of the Van Den Bogart Journal (1651-15) with Charles Gehring, NTS Library, with text and endnotes, written from the Mohawk Valley, NY; investigation into Iroquois Machenipsyshon continuity and change.

STAVRIKES-GIBB, JAMES
51 Ash St., Apt. 3A
Brockton, MA 02301
(BU and ICA)


Location and evaluation (in documents and in ground) of gristmills in Brockton, Mass.; Mt. Jasper quarry/workshop; osteometric analysis of aboriginal dogs using Cartesian coordinates.

STRAUSS, ALAN E.
163 Schubert St.
Binghamton, NY 13905
(SUNY- Binghamton)

Maritime adaptation in Northeast; Archaeological studies and its relation to the total cultural system - especially among the Moorehead Burial tradition of the Susquehanna; prehistoric culture contact in Southern New England and Maine.

A study of the Moorehead Burial tradition and its maritime adaptive strategies w/ emphasis on swordfishing and its relation to social structure and ceremonialism.

THOMAS, PETER A
UW
Northeastern ethnohistory, prehistory; CRM.

Head of Contract division at UW: ongoing site survey over entire state of Vermont. Projects range from highway alignments in both upland and lowland areas, national wildlife refuge, watershed management for SCS, state parks.

TOLMEEY, CHRISTOPHER P
UConn
Survey methodology and technique: analogue models as conceptual tools; Old World prehistory.

TOWLE, LINDA A.
91 Flow Brook St.
Wellington, MA 02181
(Umass)

Prehistoric Northeast archaeology; CRM.

TROMBONE, CARMINE A.
SUNY-Binghamton
Currently a first year graduate student with developing interest in problems relating to population growth and its significance to the development of sedentism in the Central and Western NY State. Aspects of prehistory in NYS and the Northeast as a whole as well as government laws regarding cultural resources apply.
Lithic sources in Northeast; prehistoric coastal adaptation and settlement; lithic typologies. Contract archaeology surveys; Northeast lithic technology (replication etc.).

ULRICH, THOMAS
Umass
Horticultural adaptations; changing subsistence patterns; band and tribal societies; post-glacial adaptations; seasonality; coastal and riparian adaptations; CRM; New England; Northern Europe.

Excavation of an early Late Woodland site in the Connecticut River valley; evaluation of a Paleo-Indian site in the Connecticut River valley; analysis of faunal materials (teeth and shells) from various Mesolithic sites in Denmark; various CRM projects in western Massachusetts.

VERSAGGI, NINA M.
BUNT-Binghamton
CRM; intra-site analysis; lithic analysis; sampling; spatial analysis; archaeology of plow zone sites.

An analysis of episodes of intra-site variability; model formulation of intra-site structures; CRM projects.

VIANA, CARLOS M.
55 South Lake Ave., Apt. 1B
Albany, NY 12203
(Empire State College)
Hispanic (Basque) cultural dynamics with Amerind.

WALDEIGH, WILLIAM M.
UCconn
Faunal analysis; Archaic subsistence/settlement; upland adaptations; wetlands as a focus for prehistoric resource exploitation.

Currently planning a regional survey to be conducted in the Northeast Highlands of Connecticut as part of an ongoing project to investigate prehistoric upland adaptations.

WACKER, ANN MARIE
20 Main St.
Durham, NH
(UNH)
Northeastern archaeology; developmental change in social systems; Mesamerica.

WALLIS, BERNARD
Anthropology Dept.
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19174
Bronze Age Europe; CRM; Northeast historic archaeology.

Northeast stone structures and inscriptions.

WELLMAN, BETH
Rm. 428 Ed. Bldg.
Washington Ave.
Albany, NY 12230
(Historical and Anthropological Survey, NYS)
Northeastern prehistory.

Paleo-Indian lithic technology; prehistoric sites and flood plain regimes.

WENTWORTH, DENNIS L.
NY State Office of Parks & Recreation
Historical archaeology, especially Eastern U.S.; ceramics, especially late 18th, early 19th century wares.

Washington's Headquarters State Historic Site, Newburgh, New York-site survey; Clermont State Historic Site, Clermont, New York - analysis of a large archaeological sample from the 1777 burning of Clermont; Knox Headquarters State Historic Site, New Windsor, New York - preparation of an interpretive pamphlet for the public.

WILSON, JOHN S.
15 New Hampshire Avenue
Hallows, MA 01760 (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New England Div.)

Systemic approaches to the effects of the "Industrial Revolution" upon American society with emphasis on settlement pattern; survey methodology in New England with emphasis upon environmental predictors of settlement pattern and density in prehistory and history; nature of defense, military sites and features in New England settlement during 17th and 18th centuries; economic systems of historic periods.

Concentration upon gravestones as a data source.

Study of gravestone marketing system in 1790's - a case study in initial stages.

WORRELL, JOHN
Staff Archaeologist
Research Department
Old Sturbridge Village
Sturbridge, MA 01566

The archaeology and social history of agrarian communities in (historical) New England. Especially: spatial distribution and interactions (regional, community, site, functional areas); farmstead functional features (e.g., barns and sheds, smoke-houses, spring and well houses, hydrological systems, cultivation land-use, ice and food storage); alteration of the physical landscape/environmental change (e.g., soils, water-flow); ancillary commercial functions, such as the Farmstead-Tavern. Industrial archaeology. Especially: proto-industrial sites and communities, low-technology industries (e.g., rural redware production, stone kilns, blacksmithing, maple-sugaring, construction trades). Experimental archaeology: monitoring systems, energetics.

Ongoing projects: Archaeological projects (multi-disciplinary research, holistic interpretation); The Stratton Tavern Site and physical and historical context (Northfield, MA): the Hervey Brooks Pottery Site (Goshen, CT); the Phoenixville Project (Phoenixville, PA) - an entire early industrial community study. Historical experimentation into all aspects of redware pottery production, construction trades and
Techniques, agriculture, livestock. Dendrochronological research, utilizing live stands and timbers from historical structures (especially barns).

YESNER, DAVID
Department of Geography-Anthropology
University of Southern Maine
Gorham, ME 04038
Paleoecology; zooarchaeology; coastal/maritime archaeology; hunter-gatherer ecology and prehistory; circumpolar anthropology; quantitative methods; New World origins.
Human biogeography of the Casco Bay region, southwestern Maine; prehistory of the Alaska Peninsula and Aleutian Islands, Alaska.
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